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Why Do I Translate The Bible? [or “Let Me Explain with 12 Chinese Popular Phrases”] 

 

“Why do you translate the Bible, when I am sure the Taiwanese version already exists?”  

 

I have been asked similar questions more than once. Of course, to answer with “because it’s fun” or “go to my website and 

you will see” will be easy. But these are not the best answers, especially for a person who is learning to establish himself as 

a writer. A successful writer needs to have the power to convince, at least to the degree that people become willing to visit 

his website. 

 

Since I have opted out the short approach, I have to rao-yi-ge-da-quan-zi (繞一個大圈子，to take a deep detour.)  

 

My first exposure with the Bible was when I was around six. It was a Sunday. A friend of mine and I happened to be playing 

around a building in which people gathered to do the Sunday service. It was such a small walled-in community in southern 

Taiwan that everybody knew everyone else and also who belonged to which family. It was Mrs. Zhao who whisked us into 

the church and treated us some cookies. We sang and read something. I have to tell you, although I do not remember 

what kind of cookies we were treated, that part stuck with me more than the other part of the service. The songs sounded 

good but a little bit foreign to our ears, and the Bible verses, though written in Chinese, did not sound exactly Chinese 

either. They sounded yang-jing-bang-de-Zhong-Wen (洋涇濱的中文，pidgin Chinese) to me. I might have returned a 

couple of times. But this lack of clear memory indicated my lack of interest to go back to church again.  

 

It took me fifty-six years to become a Christian and another two more to decide to translate the Bible into Taiwanese.  

 

However, once I have started, there is no return. It is so much fun that I cannot help trying to share it with people. It was 

not a big miracle that changed me. But, honestly, the small miracles that happen daily, for me, are more important to me 

than a big one to whomever that happens. It is the accumulation of these small things that makes the Universe go around. 

See! While I am typing, Word actually underlines the mistakes I am making! Shuo-Cao-Cao-Cao-Cao-jiu-dao！ (說曹操曹操

就到！Talk about the devil and the devil arrives!) 

 

The very existence of the Internet, to me, is also nothing short of a miracle. 

 

Missionaries in Taiwan (or China historically) must have experienced aversions on the part of Chinese people. That fact can 

be easily explained. Not only Christianity, even Buddhism faced some serious persecutions throughout history. Political 

reasons aside, Chinese people have long been educated and influenced by Confucius’ famous saying 

jing-gui-shen-er-yuan-zhi (敬鬼神而遠之，respect the devils and gods and do that from a good distance.) Chinese people, 

by tradition, have had a general ‘religious’ idea toward the creation of the universe and anything that follows. They hardly 

name it ‘religion’. For them, it is only part of their civilization, or traditions. The only thing native resembling a religion in 

China is Taoism. As the name implies, Tao (道，the Way) -- the way to harmonize, or more clearly, the way to harmonize 

between the extreme forces of the universe yin (陰，the negative, the female, the moon) and yang (陽，the positive, the 

male, the sun) -- is a beautiful philosophy; however, as a common practice in people’s daily life, it has taken on forms of 

witchcraft and therefore has not made a lot of sense especially to the educated population. Religions with a clear title, 

such as Buddhism, Islam, or Christianity, were all imported. Especially nowadays, people do have an urge and longing for a 

balanced life. The most recent development is the balance among the physical, the mental, and the spiritual, or simply 

body, mind and soul, shen-xin-ling-de-ping-heng (身心靈，身心靈的平衡。) Therefore, if you plan to harvest souls in that 

part of the world, take patience and with time, if you prove yourself true to them, your efforts will bear fruits 

(yi-fen-nu-li-yi-fen-shou-huo 一份努力一份收穫。) Hence, the even more challenging saying: zhen-jin-bu-pa-huo-lian (真

金不怕火煉，genuine gold will not fear the trials of fire.)  

 

The good news is (fu-yin 福音，good news, the Gospel) the time is changing. What with the advance of modern 
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technologies, what with the lessening physical distances that exist among people and, for that matter to compensate, the 

growing distance people feel toward one another, people need something that they can hold close too. To hold the ghosts 

at a safe distance will no longer work, or at least, might not be the best strategy. When I realized the Christians actually call 

God their ‘Father’ I was almost shocked! I didn’t know that -- not at the time when I was six-years old and was treated 

cookies – then the electrical bulb lit up in my head. I knew I had to translate the Bible, because it might really work to solve 

at least some problems that we face today in the world. I will do it the Chinese way -- use Chinese idioms that blend into 

the native linguistic landscapes so God speaks to the people in expressions familiar to them. 

 

Before showing you some examples of my translations, or paraphrasing, I also want to give you another head-up about the 

Chinese people which will help explain the differences between a Chinese person’s mentality and that of other people’s: In 

school back in Taiwan at least, the Chinese students learn four categories of writings in their language art classes. The first 

three are the same as in countries such as the United States: narrative, expository, and persuasive. But the last is different, 

while in the United States the students learn ‘imaginative’ writings, the Chinese students learn ‘feelings-expressing’ 

writings. That should help explain why every time in the news, whenever there is a fatal incident involved, Chinese or 

people from that part of the world will usually not restrain themselves from crying in public. To them, to let the heart-felt 

feelings show is only part of their culture. It might look un-seemingly inappropriate to a Westerner, but for them, it is 

completely normal. With that in mind again, if you fell goose bumps building up, ji-pi-ge-da (雞皮疙瘩，chicken-skin 

bumps) while reading my translations, please go further deeper than the skin level. I do not intend to play any 

sentimentalism. If you do not feel so, so much the better! 

 

Also, I need to clarify that all the pictures that I use come from the Internet. With commercial use out of my mind and out 

of the picture, I intend to share my translations to anyone who wants to do likewise. And last but not the least, let me 

express my heart-felt gratitude toward those who put the pictures on the Internet. 

 

Now, here we go. I sincerely hope you enjoy them. 
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